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Abstract. With the motivation of creating a terabyte-sized optical disk, a novel imaging technique is
implemented. This technique merges two existing technologies: confocal microscopy and Mueller matrix
imaging. Mueller matrix images from a high numerical space are obtained. The acquisition of these images
makes the exploration of polarisation properties in a sample possible. The particular case of optical data storage
is used as an example in this presentation. Since we encode information into asymmetric datapits (see Figure
1), the study of the polarisation of the scattered light can then be used to recover the orientation of the pit. It is
thus possible to multiplex information by changing the angle of the mark. The storage capacity in the system is
hence limited by the number of distinct angles that the optical system can resolve. This presentation thus
answers the question; what is the current storage capacity of a polarisation sensitive optical disk? After a brief
introduction to polarisation, the decoding method and experimental results are presented so as to provide an
answer to this question. With the aim of understanding high NA focusing, an introduction to vectorial ray
tracing is then given.

Fig. 1. SEM image of the asymmetric datapits (center). Images of retardance, diattenuation, polarisance and depolarisation obtained
with our confocal Mueller matrix microscope.
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